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Smart Play®: Nook 
6 to 23 months

  PATENT PENDING

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground equipment  
in the world. The employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that encourage kids of  

all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and empathy through play.  
Landscape Structures pushes the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no limit  

to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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2 to 5 years
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For our youngest players:  
Two new Smart Play® playstructures
This smart duo will take kids from early crawling  
exploration on up to active climbing and social play. 
That’s because Smart Play®: Nook is for kids ages  
6 to 23 months, and Smart Play®: Loft is for kids  
ages 2 to 5 years.

Together, they span a critical period of childhood  
development, making them ideal for childcare, early 
learning centers and neighborhood playgrounds.  
Little ones can grow up with these matching  
playstructures as each provides age-appropriate  
play activities that inspire continued physical,  
mental and social growth.

8

When adults and children play together, language-rich interactions can support children’s early brain and language development. Nook and Loft activities and messaging, developed with 
guidance from the National Head Start Association and Too Small to Fail, can prompt adult-child conversations and support whole-child learning across key developmental domains. They 
include literacy, math, science, nature, social-emotional development, nutrition and physical activity. 13



Smart Play®: Loft 2-5

As young children grow, they become ready for Smart Play: Loft 2-5. 

Handrails lead them up the steps and into a world of imaginary play, 

with a built-in find-it game, learning activities, lower level clubhouse  

and so much more. You’ll find plenty of interactive elements to engage 

developing minds and bodies.

A little bigger, a little more challenging and a whole lot of fun.

Minimum area required:  
25'11" x 27'1"  (7,90 m x 8,26 m)

Maximum fall height:  
44" (1,07 m)

• Compact structure
• Built-in shade
• Accessible
• ADA compliant
• Complies with ASTM F1487
•  Choice of one color each for  

Permalene® and polyethylene
• Direct Bury or Surface Mount

#223857

3

Activities include:
• Shapes Panel
• Image Panel
• Steps
• Mailbox Talk Tube
• Flower Gear Panel
• Alphabet Panel
• Bubble Window
• Counting Panel
• Belt Climber
• Flower/Leaf Spinners
• Clock
• Colors Mat

 
• Seats
• Find-It Sign
•  Lower Level  

Clubhouse
• Crawl Tunnel
•  Vegetable/Leaf 

Sliders
• Belt Seat
• Slide
• Faces Panel
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The wiggly Belt Seat helps  
to build balance.

A crawl tunnel with vegetable and 
leaf sliders exposes children to 

healthy foods.

Children can share conversation about colors  
or things they see happening outside.

From Talk Tubes to climbers, there are rich 
opportunities for play and movement.

Upper and lower interior spaces provide opportunities for social interaction and shared play experiences.

Climb into the clubhouse—and then 
slide out for physical activity.
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For our youngest players:  
Two new Smart Play® playstructures
This smart duo will take kids from early crawling  
exploration on up to active climbing and social play. 
That’s because Smart Play®: Nook is for kids ages  
6 to 23 months, and Smart Play®: Loft is for kids  
ages 2 to 5 years.

Together, they span a critical period of childhood  
development, making them ideal for childcare, early 
learning centers and neighborhood playgrounds.  
Little ones can grow up with these matching  
playstructures as each provides age-appropriate  
play activities that inspire continued physical,  
mental and social growth.

8

When adults and children play together, language-rich interactions can support children’s early brain and language development. Nook and Loft activities and messaging, developed with 
guidance from the National Head Start Association and Too Small to Fail, can prompt adult-child conversations and support whole-child learning across key developmental domains. They 
include literacy, math, science, nature, social-emotional development, nutrition and physical activity. 13
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Smart Play®: Nook
Sized just right for little crawlers and early walkers, this  

whimsical playstructure offers plenty of colorful activities to  

capture young ones’ attentions. Whether they’re playing inside  

the house or outside, the intentional sightlines let you keep your 

eye on them at all times. A balance rail along the white picket 

fence encourages early standing and walking.

So many fun things to explore, everywhere you look.

 6-23

Minimum area required:  
19'2" x 20'1" (5,84 m x 6,12 m)

Maximum fall height: 
7" (0,18 m)

• Compact structure
• Built-in shade
• Complies with ASTM F2373
•  Choice of one color for  

Permalene®

• Direct Bury or Surface Mount

#223856

Activities include:
• Flowers Panel
• Flower/Leaf Spinners
• Flower Marbles
•  Balance Rail on 

Front Fence
• Front Step
• Doorbell
•  Fruit Basket Panel
• Side Step
• Window
• Mirror
• Numbers Panel

 
• Alphabet Panel
• Table with Seats
• Shape Sliders
•  Balance Rail on  

Back Fence
• Rabbit Slider
• Climber
• Flower/Bee Spinners
• Music Notes Panel
• Bells
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Flower marbles and leaf spinners introduce  
nature, shapes and sizes at just the right height.

Graphics and adjacent bells introduce literacy, 
music, sounds and expression.

Table and seats encourage social interaction and offer multiple hands-on activities.

Plenty of things for tiny hands to 
grab, slide, ring and spin.

Mirror can encourage social-emotional  
development and a new way to see friends.

Graphics introduce healthy foods 
and prompt conversations about 

shapes and colors.
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